Clogging Transition of Vibration-Driven Vehicles Passing through Constrictions
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We report experimental results on the competitive passage of elongated self-propelled vehicles rushing
through a constriction. For the chosen experimental conditions, we observe the emergence of intermittencies
similar to those reported previously for active matter passing through narrow doors. Noteworthy, we find that,
when the number of individuals crowding in front of the bottleneck increases, there is a transition from an
unclogged to a clogged state characterized by a lack of convergence of the mean clog duration as the
measuring time increases. It is demonstrated that this transition—which was reported previously only for
externally vibrated systems such as colloids or granulars—appears also for self-propelled agents. This
suggests that the transition should also occur for the flow through constrictions of living agents (e.g., humans
and sheep), an issue that has been elusive so far in experiments due to safety risks.

When a group of discrete rigid bodies is forced to pass
through a narrow constriction, undesired flow intermittencies might appear. This phenomenon, which may eventually
lead to a complete arrest of the flow, is observed in many
different systems across several scales: microbial proliferation [1], colloidal suspensions [2,3], granular materials
[4–6], animal flocks [7], and human evacuation [8].
Very recently, a generic clogging phase diagram has been
proposed [9] based on a specific property of the intermittencies. When a transient arrest of the flow occurs, the
time elapsed until the flow resumes is well described by a
power law distribution [10]. However, when the system is
flowing, the time it takes until a transient clog forms
follows an exponential distribution [10–12]. An order
parameter can be defined that weights the relative importance of flowing periods and clogging intervals to assess if a
given system is in a clogging state (where the effective
mean flow rate is zero in the long term) or in an unclogged
state (where the effective flow rate is finite). In practice, the
clogging state is observed whenever the exponent of the
power law distribution is smaller than −2. Indeed, it has
been postulated that the nature of the clogging and
unclogging processes can be a universal feature of systems
comprising a large number of frictional particles flowing
through constrictions. More interestingly, the variables
that control clogging in all these disparate systems can
apparently be grouped in three different classes [9]: (i) a
characteristic size of the constriction, relative to the
dimension of the flowing bodies; (ii) a measure of the
noise in the motion of the bodies (either intrinsic in selfpropelled agents or externally imposed in the case of inert

particles); and (iii) a parameter linked to the pressure at the
bottleneck. While increasing the width of the constriction
and the noise favors the fluidity of the system, increasing
the pressure reduces it. This counterintuitive phenomenon
has been associated to the faster-is-slower effect in pedestrian dynamics, where the evacuation time is minimized for
an intermediate value of the driving force [13], and might
be behind the fact that an obstacle suitably placed in front
of a gate prevents clogging in granular materials [14] and
sheep herds [7].
It is a matter of fact that the proposed clogging transition
has been observed experimentally only for granular materials in vibrated silos. Experiments with living agents (e.g.,
humans) are difficult to conduct, and the amount of data
that can be gathered is often meager. More importantly, a
clogging state implies long-lasting clogs and high pressures
at the constriction, which pose a serious risk. In this work,
we aim to fill this gap by studying the flow through a
bottleneck of macroscopic self-propelled agents. These
vehicles have drawn growing attention in recent years
because of their complex collective behavior—enriched
when the particles are elongated [15,16], polar [17], or
when rotation is induced [18]—and for the link that might
be established between their behavior and that of active
matter [19].
Our self-propelled particles are vibration-driven vehicles
(VDVs) commercially available as Hexbug Nano [20]
(Fig. 1). Their dimensions are 43 × 15 × 18 mm, and its
unidirectional displacement is caused by a vibrating motor
and an asymmetric bristle that rectifies the oscillations in
the direction of its long axis. The motor is powered by a

frame of the video recordings) and log the time at which
each VDV crossed the exit. Figure 2(a) shows the number
of agents egressed as a function of the elapsed time for each
independent realization, as well as the mean value computed for each N. Clearly, the larger the number of agents in
the arena, the lower the evacuation rate. Although the large
temporal scale of Fig. 2(a) does not allow perceiving the
short time dynamics, it was observed that the flow of VDVs
is intermittent, alternating periods of clogging (or jams)
with periods of continuous flow (or bursts), as mentioned
above. It can also be observed that experiments with more
agents are shorter (less than 5000 s) than those of N ¼ 21.
This is because for N ¼ 36 and N ¼ 51 the VDVs
remained clogged for longer periods, which quickly dries
up the battery. For this reason, when clogs lasted longer
than 120 s, we manually released them to prevent long
periods of inactivity. These particular events were suitably
taken into account when performing the subsequent statistical analysis.
In Fig. 2(b), we show the survival functions [also called
the complementary cumulative distribution function
(CDF)] of the time lapses Δt between the passage of
consecutive VDVs for the three experiments with N ¼ 36.
The survival function measures the probability PðT ≥ ΔtÞ
that the duration T of a particular clog is greater than or
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FIG. 1. VDV photograph and snapshot of the system during a
typical run. The dimensions are d1 ¼ 200 mm, d2 ¼ 180 mm,
d3 ¼ 100 mm, and L ¼ 30 mm. Red arrows indicate the feedback path followed by the VDVs. αi is the angle between agent i
and the axis of the enclosure.
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1.5 V button cell battery lodged in the body. These VDVs
do not have a steering mechanism but can change their
bearing when pushed by others or constricted by the
geometry of the environment. We drive VDVs through a
narrowing by setting an arena with a hopperlike geometry
(Fig. 1). It was constructed from wooden walls covered
with a PVC sheet and mounted on a metal plate floor. In
addition, a glass sheet was placed at a height of 19 mm over
the metal base in order to prevent overturning of the VDVs.
Among all the system dimensions (given in Fig. 1), the
opening size—which is set at L ¼ 30 mm, or two agent
widths—is the most important for its behavior.
One of the main advantages of VDVs with respect to
experiments with living agents (previous studies include
humans, sheep, and mice [7,8,21,22]) lies in the amount of
data that can be collected. In this regard, we are able to
arrange a recirculation of the agents as shown in Fig. 1.
Therefore, the experiments can be run for more than 1 hr in
steady conditions. In contrast, typical tests performed with
sheep or humans last for around 1 min, during which the
experimental conditions can hardly stabilize [22,23].
Therefore, we do not need to perform many runs, a scenario
in which the statistical analysis may introduce artifacts
[24]. In this experiment, the limiting factor was the duration
of the batteries. Agents traveling the feedback path that
showed signs of a weakened battery were removed. Each
experimental realization was ended when 10% of the initial
number of VDVs exhausted their batteries. Then, the
batteries of all VDVs were replaced before starting a
new experimental run.
We have performed experiments with different numbers
N of VDVs: N ¼ 21 for experiments 1 and 2; N ¼ 36 for
experiments 3–5, and N ¼ 51 for experiments 6–8. A white
label with two colored circles was glued to the top surface
of the VDVs in order to track their positions and orientations (by means of image analysis performed on every
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FIG. 2. (a) Number of evacuated agents as a function of the
elapsed time for different number of agents in the arena. Dashed
lines stand for independent realizations and solid lines for mean
values. (b) Complementary CDF of Δt for independent realizations with N ¼ 36 agents. Symbols stand for experimental data
and the solid line for the fitted power law. (c) Complementary
CDF of the burst duration for independent realizations with
N ¼ 36 agents. Successive bursts are set apart when the time
lapse between two consecutive VDVs is longer than 5 s.

equal to a given Δt. Note that we plot the survival function
only up to Δt ¼ 120 s, since at this time clogs were
released manually. The results for the three experiments
are indistinguishable, stressing the reproducibility of the
survival function. We also observe that the tails of the
distributions are compatible with a power law (PL) having
an exponent γ. Indeed, PðT ≥ ΔtÞ ∝ Δt−ðγþ1Þ which corresponds to a probability density function PDFðΔtÞ ∝
Δt−γ . We fit the distribution using a well-known technique
[25] that, besides γ and the time above which the fit is valid
Δtmin , it quantifies the fit accuracy by means of the p value.
The latter is calculated based on the distance between the
distributions of the proposed power law and the experimental data. In all cases we find a p value > 0.05, which is
the yardstick suggested by the authors of Ref. [25]. Δtmin is
always between 2 and 5 s and naturally arises as a threshold
separating the flowing periods (bursts) from the blocked
situations (clogs) during the intermittent flow. In our
analysis, if the time interval Δt between successive
VDVs is smaller than 5 s, we consider that the flow is
continuous and that all the VDVs belong to the same burst.
Whenever Δt > 5 s, we say that the system is transiently
clogged. In other words, Δtmin ¼ 5 s is the threshold time
lapse that sets apart successive bursts. As in other systems
[9–11], the distribution of burst durations displays an
exponential decay [Fig. 2(c)], indicating that the probability
of the system getting clogged remains constant over time.
Similar results to those shown in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) were
obtained for N ¼ 21 and N ¼ 51.
In contrast with other studies where the number of agents
crowding at the bottleneck decrease with time [7,8,21–23],
our feedback mechanism allows us to analyze the effect of
the VDVs number, since it is kept within narrow limits. In
Fig. 3(a), we show the fitted PL exponent γ for each
experimental realization, evidencing that those with the
same number of VDVs have similar γ values. Moreover, the
larger N, the smaller the exponent. Interestingly, γ ≈ 2 for
N ¼ 51, which implies that the mean clogging time
diverges and the system is said to be in a clogged state
[9]. To our knowledge, this is the first case where the
transition to a clogged state is experimentally observed in
self-propelled agents. In previous works with sheep and
humans [8], a tendency towards a clogged state was
observed. However, this clogged state was never reached.
More precisely, in the case of sheep the lowest PL exponent
found was γ ¼ 3.3, while for pedestrians it was γ ¼ 4.2,
both significantly larger than the critical value of γ ¼ 2.
Although the transition to a clogged state could be expected
as it was previously observed in vibrated silos, the fact that
it also appears here, where the motion of the particles is not
synchronized, widens the scope of this phenomenon.
Apart from the conceptual relevance of the existence of
the clogging transition for self-propelled particles, this
result has important practical implications. Within the
clogged state, any estimation of the flow rate will be ill
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FIG. 3. (a) PL exponent γ for each experimental realization
estimated using semiparametric bootstrap methods [25]. Error
bars were defined as the 95% confidence intervals. (b) Fraction of
time Φ that the system is flowing as a function of the time
window T W in which this magnitude is calculated.

defined, since the result will depend on the width of the
time window over which the calculation is done. An
example of this is the measurement of the fraction of time
that the system is flowing, introduced as the flowing
parameter in Ref. [9] as
Φ¼

hT F i
;
hT F i þ hT C i

ð1Þ

where hT F i is the average duration of the bursts and hT C i
the average clog duration, both calculated within a temporal
window T W. As a matter of fact, the measured value of Φ
strongly depends on T W if a clogged state is considered
[10]. Figure 3(b) displays the value of Φ versus T W for the
eight experiments performed. While for N ¼ 21 Φ takes a
constant value regardless of T W , it clearly reduces when
increasing T W for N ¼ 36 and for N ¼ 51. For T W → ∞, a
distribution PDF ðΔtÞ ∝ Δt−γ with γ ≤ 2 leads to Φ ¼ 0.
Therefore, from the γ values shown in Fig. 3(a), we know
that the asymptotic limit of Φ for N ¼ 36 should be a finite
number, whereas for N ¼ 51 it should be zero.
The density and the spatial correlation of VDVs in the
system has been characterized by the radial distribution
function GðrÞ, which gives the probability of finding an
agent at a given distance from another VDV:



Nðr; r þ ΔrÞ
;
GðrÞ ¼
2πrΔrN T =S

ð2Þ

where Nðr; r þ ΔrÞ is the number of particles with their
geometrical center within ½r; r þ Δr from a reference
particle (we use Δr ¼ 1 mm), N T is the number of agents
inside the arena, and S is the area of each particle. The h·i
operator is the time average. To reduce time correlations in
the average, we just consider a single snapshot after each
VDV exits through the constriction, since the system
configuration changes significantly after those events.
In Fig. 4(a), GðrÞ reveals the existence of peaks at
r ≈ 15; 30; 45; …. These peaks correspond, respectively,
to arrangements where 2,3,4,…VDVs are aligned side by
side. As could be noted, a drawback for the analysis in Fig. 4
arises from the fact that the VDV length (l) and width (w) are
commensurable, i.e., l ¼ 3w. Indeed, in experiments with
the largest N, the peak at r ≈ 45 mm is higher than the peak
at r ≈ 30 mm, pointing to the development of VDV alignment in a queue (for which r ≈ 45). Another feature that can
be observed in Fig. 4(a) is that GðrÞ increases with N. This is
due to an increase in the size of groups caused by a higher
density of agents inside the arena.
Despite the fact that the shape of agents has been proved
to be determinant in the properties of bottleneck flow
[26–29], measurements of orientation are particularly
complex in other systems (e.g., with sheep or humans).
In this work, we can readily track the orientations of VDVs.
The relative alignment between two VDVs was characterized via the radial orientation function QðrÞ, which is the
probability that two bodies i and j that are at a given
distance have the same orientation:
QðrÞ ¼ hcos ½2ðαi − αj Þjr < rij < r þ Δrii>j ;
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FIG. 4. (a) Radial distribution function and (b) radial orientational function for different N.

where αi is the absolute orientation of VDV i (see Fig. 1).
As for GðrÞ, we use Δr ¼ 1 mm. Note that when two
particles are perpendicular to each other they contribute −1
to QðrÞ, while when they are parallel the contribution
is þ1. In our experiments we always obtain QðrÞ > 0
[Fig. 4(b)] due to the marked tendency of VDVs to arrange
themselves side by side. Noteworthy, we observe that, for
r ≳ 20 mm, the QðrÞ values reduce with N in contrast with
the behavior observed in Fig. 4(a) for GðrÞ. Hence, as N
increases, the density increases while the prevailing parallel
alignment is partially lost. This can be explained if we think
that, as the crowd becomes larger, there is an increase of the
confinement and the ability of the VDVs to move with
respect each other is constrained, reducing the probability
of alignment. In this regard, this work underlines the need
to better understand the emergence of pressure in dense
systems of self-propelled particles. Indeed, it has been
recently shown, both theoretically [30] and experimentally
[31], that the mechanical pressure in active matter depends
on the functional form of the confining potential.
In summary, in this work, we have studied a novel and
simple system of self-propelled particles flowing through a
bottleneck. There, we can control the number of agents that
are involved in the system by means of a feedback path.
Our laboratory model is able to reproduce the dynamics of
live beings passing through bottlenecks, in particular, those
related to the intermittent flow. Indeed, we recover the
power law tail distribution for clogging times and the
exponential tail for the burst duration. We find that
increasing the crowd size is detrimental for the flow as
the clog duration becomes longer, up to the point that the
transition to the clogged state is reached. This transition,
reported previously only for vibrated silos, is therefore
revealed to be a general feature of discrete systems passing
through constrictions, occurring independently of specific
details of the excitation protocol (external or internal,
synchronized or unsynchronized). In our experiment, the
origin of the clogging transition can be attributed to the
augment of the confinement caused by the increment of
agents facing the door, in good agreement with the
conjecture of the clogging phase diagram [9]. This result
can be also seen as a generalization of the faster-is-slower
effect where “faster” would mean more pressure, even
though this idea needs to be confirmed.
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